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272 international journal of ethics. - books received. 273 the children of the nation: how their health and
vigor should be promoted by the state. by sir john e. gorst. journal of religion & society - moseseighton religions daniel r. wilson, creighton university introduction and circumspections [1] it is the interdisciplinary
spirit of the kripke center that caused me to consider what i, as ... there seems nothing pathological in human
beings having basic moral grammar or beliefs in a benevolent intelligent designer who created souls with an
afterlife ... psychological factors underlying criminal behavior - psychological factors underlying criminal
behavior melitta schmideberg, m.d. dr. schmideberg is psychiatrist to the institute for the scientific treatment
of delinquency, london; member of the international psycho-analytic association. she has published numerous
articles on the tech- mysticism and madness: different aspects of the same human ... - mysticism and
madness: different aspects of the same human experience? charles p. heriot-maitland heythrop college,
university of london, uk abstract associations between mysticism and madness have been made since earliest
recorded history, and the striking resemblance between self-reports of both mystical and psychotic
religion,spirituality,andhealth:theresearchand ... - to the neurotic and hysterical aspects of religion by
the famous french neurologist jean charcot in the mid-1880s, freud began to emphasize this in a widely read
series of publications from 1907 through his death in 1939. included among these were religious acts and
obsessive practices [8], psychoanalysis and religion [9], future of an illusion ... inner voice experiences: an
exploratory study of thirty cases - classified as pathological, but rather be considered as a striving ... the
history of the world's major religions makes it clear that saints, sages, prophets, and teachers (such as moses,
moham ... inner voice experiences: an exploratory study of thirty cases 77. guidance for inner sexuality in
ancient israel: two contrasting models - sexuality in ancient israel: two contrasting models 1. introduction
... jericho, partly as reward for conspiring with the moses group to conquer her city, jericho. probably ... like
most religions of the ancient west asia, the canaanite religion(s) were mainly fertility against the grain dianarico - ators of the world’s great religions—the buddha and moses, muhammad and jesus christ—had
their most important spiritual revelations during periods of retreat from hu - man society, as did many other
prophets and saints. not just spiritual leaders, but artists and writers, scientists and inventors—ran-ging from
francisco goya to franz kafka, euclid ave. temple bulletin - the jacob rader marcus ... - euclid ave.
temple bulletin vol. x cleveland february 13th, 1931 services ... interplay of other religions than our own; (2)
the recognition of highly primitive ele ... aspects of experience which are commonly called religious." (please
detach and mail at once) the history and contextual treatment of scrupulous ocd - the history and
contextual treatment of scrupulous ocd timothy a. sisemore catherine barton mary keeley ... •persons from
the monotheistic religions tend to come not just with “spiritual” leanings, but with doctrinal beliefs underlying
... •enhances sensitivity to the unique aspects of the patient’s faith (huppert et al., 2007 ... patriarchal
ideologies on women’s menstrual cycle: an ... - patriarchal ideologies on women’s menstrual cycle: an
infringement on the rights of women ... abstract this study explores ways in which women are being unfairly
treated in some selected religions as a result of menstrual flow. the work showed that in spite of scientific
explanation on ... moses found in the old testament canon (lev 12: 1 ff introduction - rd.springer - cieties,
cultures, and religions. nevertheless, only scant attention has been paid in religious and classical literary texts
to the intergenerational transmission of victimization. to extent that it discusses intergenera tional
transmission of trauma, the bible's primary emphasis is on multigenerational trans
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